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Amos Daragon 1 The Mask Wearer
The #1 New York Times Bestseller: “A hilarious take on that
age-old problem: getting the beloved child to go to sleep”
(NPR). “Hell no, you can’t go to the bathroom. You know where
you can go? The f**k to sleep.” Go the Fuck to Sleep is a book
for parents who live in the real world, where a few snoozing
kitties and cutesy rhymes don’t always send a toddler sailing
blissfully off to dreamland. Profane, affectionate, and radically
honest, it captures the familiar—and unspoken—tribulations of
putting your little angel down for the night. Read by a host of
celebrities, from Samuel L. Jackson to Jennifer Garner, this
subversively funny bestselling storybook will not actually put
your kids to sleep, but it will leave you laughing so hard you
won’t care.
Albie, an enchanted rabbit who lived on the island of Hybrasil,
visits each of her sisters, now living as humans, to decide where
she wants to go before the island sinks.
Twins Gus and Leo and their little sister, Ila, live a quiet life in
Maine—until their mother falls ill, and it becomes clear her
strength is fading because she is protecting them from a
terrible evil. Soon the children are swept off to a secret island
far in the sea, where they discover a hidden grandmother and
powers they never knew they had. Like their mother, they are
Folk, creatures who can turn between human and animal forms.
Now they must harness their newfound magic for a deeper
purpose. The ancient, monstrous King of the Black Lakes will
stop at nothing to rise to power, and they are all that stands in
his way. Their mother’s life hangs in the balance, and the
children must battle this beast to the death—despite a dire
prophecy that whoever kills him will die. Can Gus, Leo, and Ila
overcome this villain? Or has he grown too strong to be
defeated? Lost Children of the Far Islands is a story filled with
magic, excitement, and the dangers and delights of the sea.
In this action-packed sequel to Saving Fable, Indira finds
herself thrown into a quest full of dragons, unlikely allies, and
high stakes. Perfect for readers of The Land of Stories and The
Phantom Tollbooth! "A worthy follow-up to a standout series
opener." - SLJ It's been a year since Indira rescued the city of
Fable and landed a starring role in a story of her own. Now
Indira's ready for a well-earned vacation. Too bad her advisors
have other plans. In preparation for her story's sequel, Indira
has been enrolled in the Hero's Journey tutorial, a quest
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designed to teach her how to be a team player. Indira's
assigned crew is a mix of familiar faces and new friends, each
hoping to follow in her footsteps into a story. Indira is ready for
this new challenge--until someone crashes their quest. The
intruder is more powerful than anyone she's faced before and
begins transforming Ordinary into a giant video game. Indira's
team will have to level up and outplay their opponent, or else
the world's most beloved stories might be lost forever.
The Twilight of the Gods
An Annotated Bibliography of International Youth Literature
The Collected Poems
The Isis Trilogy
Seven Dead Pirates
When Cody is 14, he runs away from home, leaving behind his
abusive mother, and flees across the country. He doesn’t
stop until he hits Texas and the Sam Houston Tiger Ranch.
Under the guidance of Sunny, the ranch’s owner, he cares for
the animals in ways he never imagined. He feeds them a diet
of raw, bloody meat. He cleans out their cages. He takes
them for exercise. He finds out how to get a tiger to back
down, and when he should back down himself. But there is
another lesson Cody has to learn—sometimes people are harder
to handle than tigers.
Lemony Snicket meets Oscar Wilde meets Edgar Allan Poe in
this exciting and scary middle-grade novel inspired by The
Picture of Dorian Gray -- a family curse is unleashed!
Bryony Gray is becoming famous as a painter in London art
circles. But life isn't so grand. Her uncle keeps her locked
in the attic, forcing her to paint for his rich clients . .
. and now her paintings are taking on a life of their own,
and customers are going missing under mysterious
circumstances. When her newest painting escapes the canvas
and rampages through the streets of London, Bryony digs into
her family history, discovering some rather scandalous
secrets her uncle has been keeping, including a deadly curse
she's inherited from her missing father. Bryony has
accidentally unleashed the Gray family curse, and it's
spreading fast. With a little help from the strange-butbeautiful girl next door and her paranoid brother, Bryony
sets out to break the curse, dodging bloodthirsty paintings,
angry mobs and her wicked uncle along the way.
Reading the World’s Stories is volume 5 in the Bridges to
Understanding series of annotated international youth
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literature bibliographies sponsored by the United States
Board on Books for Young People. USBBY is the United States
chapter of the International Board on Books for Young People
(IBBY), a Switzerland-based nonprofit whose mission is bring
books and children together. The series promotes sharing
international children’s books as a way to facilitate
intercultural understanding and meet new literary voices.
This volume follows Children’s Books from Other Countries
(1998), The World though Children’s Books (2002), Crossing
Boundaries with Children’s Books (2006), and Bridges to
Understanding: Envisioning the World through Children’s
Books (2011) and acts as a companion book to the earlier
titles. Centered around the theme of the importance of
stories, the guide is a resource for discovering more recent
global books that fit many reading tastes and educational
needs for readers aged 0-18 years. Essays by storyteller
Anne Pellowski, author Beverley Naidoo, and academic
Marianne Martens offer a variety of perspectives on
international youth literature. This latest installment in
the series covers books published from 2010-2014 and
includes English-language imports as well as translations of
children’s and young adult literature first published
outside of the United States. These books are supplemented
by a smaller number of culturally appropriate books from the
US to help fill in gaps from underrepresented countries. The
organization of the guide is geographic by region and
country. All of the more than 800 entries are recommended,
and many of the books have won awards or achieved other
recognition in their home countries. Forty children’s book
experts wrote the annotations. The entries are indexed by
author, translator, illustrator, title, and subject. Back
matter also includes international book awards, important
organizations and research collections, and a selected
directory of publishers known for publishing books from
other countries.
Leaving the city of Berrion in ashes behind him, Amos
Daragon heads north, where the dragon race is on the verge
of coming back to life, and goblins and monsters are
preparing for Ragnarok, the end of days. But even with the
help of Beorites, Vikings, and one very old dragon hunter,
can the young mask wearer really hope to avert the
Apocalypse? After all, the book of prophecies tells of the
coming of an elf, and elves disappeared long, long ago...The
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legendary masks of power bore the sacred magic of the
elements and were only given to those of great courage and
spirit. Amos Daragon was one of the chosen. On the day of
his birth the supreme goddess of the world, the Lady in
White, wrote his fate in golden letters in the great history
of eternal heroes. Then she waited patiently for the day he
would begin to fulfil his destiny...
The Strange and Deadly Portraits of Bryony Gray
The Book
Management of Prader-Willi Syndrome
C by Discovery
Amos Daragon #1: The Mask Wearer
"A smart choice for die-hard fantasy lovers. . . . Fans of Cornelia Funke's Inkheart trilogy
will approve."--Booklist Amos Daragon's life changes forever the day a mermaid gives him
a mask capable of harnessing the strength of the wind—and appoints Amos as the new
Mask Wearer. His task: to find the masks for the other elements, earth, fire, and water.
Only then will Amos be fully empowered to battle the evil forces that threaten to destroy
the balance of nature and plunge the world into darkness. To fulfill his destiny, Amos must
make his way to the mysterious woods of Tarkasis. But a wicked sorcerer is terrorizing the
land, searching for a skull pendant that was stolen from him—a pendant that conceals a
secret weapon. What will Amos do when the pendant falls into his hands? Will Beorf, a boy
who can morph into a bear, and Medusa, a snake-haired gorgon, turn out to be friend or
foe? And will Amos master any of his newfound skills as Mask Wearer in time to face a
formidable enemy? His chanllenges are great . . . and they're just beginning.
She's an innocent. Caught in the wrong place at the wrong time. My Angel is the one who
got away-the only person in the world I love. When she is caught in an unsanctioned bank
robbery in my territory, only my reputation protects her. She should have stayed away.
Instead, she charges back into my life like a shining beacon in my otherwise bleak
existence. She has no place in my world where hardened criminals toy with the lives of the
innocent. A better man would let her go - again. There's no white picket fence in life with a
Bellandi, and she deserves so much more. I pushed her away once, but now that she's back
I won't let anything else come between us. Not even Ivory herself. Disclaimer: Bloodied
Hands is a full-length standalone novel with crime syndicate members and dark content.
The Bellandi Crime Syndicate Series includes several full-length standalones with HEA
that can be read in any order, but would present a better reading experience following the
suggested reading order.
Through the ages, the dragon has been an important symbol for the Chinese. A time of
Golden Dragons is the most auspicious possible. In fascinating text and beautiful paintings,
Song Nan and Hao Yu Zhang trace the dragon’s history. Perhaps inspired by giant
crocodiles, the image of the dragon affects every aspect of life in China, including the
marking of dragon years, the flying of dragon kites, and the eating of dragon cakes at
dragon boat races. A splendid introduction to the richness of Chinese culture, this is a
book to cherish this special year and for years to come.
Lord of the Rings meets Buffy the Vampire Slayer meets The Duff in this funny, fast-paced
tale of middle-school monsters, self-image, and, oh yeah, actual monsters that want to kill
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everyone. Laura Ledwick is... well... large. The kids at school don't let her forget it, and
call her by various names: Laura Largebottom, Laura Lardo, Lots of Laura--you get the
idea. When Laura's family moves to the next town over before eighth grade, she expects
more of the same. What she doesn't expect are the snake-like yellow eyes watching her
from the forest. Or the mysterious rattling in her closet. Or finally making real friends for
the first time. Or handsome uber-nerd Liam R. Kelp, who might just be the cutest boy to
ever wear a Science Is Cool T-shirt. But when Laura finally discovers the source of the
rattling, things take on a whole new level of weird. It turns out Laura has just been given
the most important job in the world: Monster Crusher. Her role is simple: protect the
earth from the horrors beneath their feet. Eighth grade is about to get a lot more
interesting.
The Key of Braha
The Great Interactive Dream Machine
Go the F**k to Sleep
Lost Children of the Far Islands
Ramonst
In a dramatic companion volume to Norse Myths, a Carnegie Medal winner revisits an
ancient world of magic, mythology, and mountain trolls. Step back into a sweeping
landscape of green glades and glaciers where dwarves, frost giants, and ghosts roam and
where gods and goddesses work their magic for Middle Earth, sometimes crossing the great
rainbow bridge to come to the aid of humans. Five gripping new tales by Kevin CrossleyHolland plumb Norse mythology as never before, while Jeffrey Alan Love's illustrations give
the epic figures bold new life. Eerie, lyrical, and arresting, this must-have companion book to
Norse Myths: Tales of Odin, Thor, and Loki is the ideal gift for fantasy and mythology fans as
well as newcomers to Viking lore.
Presents a selection of the author's poems from throughout his life, from playful early poems
to themes of mourning and loss.
Profiles fourteen infamous evil-doers, including Attila the Hun, The Headless Horseman, and
The Invisible Man--all of whom share such personal facts as high-school memories, likes and
dislikes, and more. Original.
Hidden in the mountains of East Tennessee, an eleven-year old goes about the business of
being a boy during the summer of 1970. Within a balance of terror and innocence, he bears
silent witness to ghosts of the dead and the cruelties of a teenage killer while local justice
plays out in a community carved from legacies of coal mining and religion.
I Will Survive
Cheesie Mack Is Not Exactly Famous
The Measure of Madness:
Laura Monster Crusher
Fabulous Lives of the Big, the Bad, and the Wicked

A shy boy comes to life and finds his voice when the ghosts of seven dead
pirates appear in his bedroom. A humorous, inspiring adventure with
poignancy and depth, destined to become a middle-grade classic!
Broken men don't fall in love. We linger in the darkness, consumed by the
sins that define us. Irina is the sole reason my heart beats. She's everything
that matters in a world filled with evil that a woman so good and pure should
never have to see. She'll add another scar to my collection - this one
engraved on my heart. When she's taken by our enemy to use for his
vengeance. Even knowing she can never be mine, I'll stop at nothing to see
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her safe. The Irina I rescue isn't the same feisty woman they stole. Her soul
is broken. Her heart is hollow like mine, because of the things she's seen.
She needs me in a way I've never known. And I will destroy the man who
shattered what's mine. Scarred Regrets is a full-length standalone romance,
but the series presents a better reading experience when following the
suggested order. This series contains dark elements, including over-the-top
antiheroes who do as they please. Read at your own discretion.
Having moved away to the Ottawa Valley to work with lumberjacks, elevenyear-old Baptiste feels homesick for his family in QuÃ©bec, so he magically
creates a canoe to fly himself and his coworkers home before midnight on
New Yearâ€™s Eve.
A cumulative rhyme in which the spider, ghost, cat, and other inhabitants of
a haunted house wake up and startle each other.
The Flying Canoe
Claws
Twilight Land
Inside a House That Is Haunted
Bloodied Hands
Book #2 in the exciting Amos Daragon series. Amos survived his first mission as Mask Wearer, but
soon after that, an encounter with a mysterious girl brings his life to an end—and sends him on his
way to Braha, the City of the Dead, where souls await judgment. To get there, Amos, now a spirit
himself, boards a boat, on which he meets Jerik, a decapitated criminal who must carry his head
everywhere. Jerik tells Amos that Braha is overcrowded with spirits; the gods have shut the doors that
lead to paradise and to hell. A key is said to unlock the doors—but its whereabouts are unknown. Only
someone who dies and comes back to life can find it. Will Amos be that someone? Will his ingenuity
and intelligence be enough to restore order in Braha? Or will he unknowingly serve those who are
using him for their own gain? Most importantly, even if Amos finds the key, will he ever return to the
land of the living?
Management of Prader-Willi Syndrome brings together the contributions of professionals with
considerable expertise in diagnosis and management of PWS. Clinical, social, family, and community
issues are explored and management strategies identified. The text presents historical, medical, and
genetic information to orient the reader. The major portion deals with pragmatic guidelines, rather
than research and diagnosis, and is directed to health and educational specialists in academic, clinical,
and community settings. This manual is endorsed by The Prader-Willi Syndrome Association, which is
recognized world-wide.
With the help of Spectrum Algebra for grades 6 to 8, your child develops problem-solving math skills
they can build on. This standards-based workbook focuses on middle school algebra concepts like
equalities, inequalities, factors, fractions, proportions, functions, and more. Middle school is known
for its challenges—let Spectrum ease some stress. Developed by education experts, the Spectrum Middle
School Math series strengthens the important home-to-school connection and prepares children for
math success. Filled with easy instructions and rigorous practice, Spectrum Algebra helps children soar
in a standards-based classroom!
Having survived his first mission as Mask Wearer, Amos Daragon finds himself on his way to the City
of the Dead, trying to find the key that will unlock the doors to paradise and hell.
Amos Daragon #2: The Key of Braha
The Veiled Suite
Escape to Witch City
Der Klang der Familie
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After the fall of the Wall, Berlin is full of disused spaces and abandoned buildings, just
waiting to be filled with new life. It is unclear who owns any of this, which allows the techno
scene to take over these new empty spaces in both halves of the city. Clubs, galleries,
ateliers and studios spring up – only to disappear again a few weeks later. Soon Berlin has
become the epicentre of a new culture, attracting enthusiastic followers from all over the
world to clubs like the Tresor and the E-Werk. Wearing gasmasks and welding goggles they
dance the night away to the jackhammer sound of previously obscure Detroit DJs. Among
them are writers, artists, photographers, designers, DJs, club-owners, music producers,
bouncers and scenesters, people from the centre of the movement and from its peripheries
– in Der Klang der Familie they all get to have their say and paint a vibrant picture of a time
when it felt like everything was possible.
Readers of Diary of a Wimpy Kid and The Name of This Book Is Secret will love Cheesie's
wacky lists, drawings, and made-up words as he tells the story of the time he became
famous! Sort of. In his fourth adventure, Cheesie and his best friend, Georgie, are exploring
a construction site when they find a weird-looking . . . thingie . . . sticking out of the muddy
ground. Whatever it is, it's very old. And very valuable! Before they know it, Cheesie and
Georgie discover they're in possession of an object that dates all the way back to Colonial
times. They're instant celebrities! At least at school. Will Cheesie and Georgie hold on to the
ancient artifact and the fame it brings, or give it away for the good of all? Only time will tell!
The Keeper of the Isis Light is the first book in Monica Hughes’ acclaimed trilogy, and it is
the story of Olwen Pendennis, the Keeper of the Isis Light. She and her companion,
Guardian, have lived alone on the remote planet Isis since the death of her parents. Now,
colonists from an overcrowded and polluted Earth have landed and are settling in the
valleys. Olwen fears these new inhabitants may ruin her world forever, and it seems she
may be right. Years later, in Hughes’ sequel, The Guardian of Isis, the planet remains
pristine and remote, even after the arrival of settlers from Earth. Over time, the settlers
have abandoned the technological knowledge of their ancestors and replaced it with myth.
But one young man seeks the truth, and he soon gets the chance to find it. The final chapter
in the Trilogy, The Isis Pedlar, brings the devious Michael Joseph Flynn and his daughter,
Moira, to Isis. Michael’s magic firestone, his strangely delicious ambrosia, and his mysterious
Forever Machine are beguiling to the humble members of the Isis community. Only Moira
can expose this smooth-talking pedlar for the charlatan that he is. But will she be able to do
it in time to save the simple agricultural community?
In a world ruled by fear of witches, some secrets are deadly. A thrilling new fantasy
adventure set in historical London for fans of V.E. Schwab's City of Ghosts and Serafina and
the Black Cloak. Emmaline Black has a secret. She can hear the rhythm of heartbeats. Not
just her own, but others' too. It's a rhythm she's learned to control, and that can only mean
one thing . . . Emma's a witch. In a world where a sentence of witchcraft comes with dire
consequences and all children who have reached the age of thirteen are tested to ensure
they have no witch blood, Emma must attempt to stamp out her power before her own test
comes. But the more she researches, the more she begins to suspect that her radically antiwitch aunt and mother are hiding something -- the truth about their sister, her Aunt Lenore,
who disappeared under mysterious circumstances years ago. The day of the test comes,
and Emma's results not only pair her up with strange new friends, but set her on a course to
challenge everything she's ever been taught about magic, and reveal long-buried family
secrets. It seems witches may not have been so easy to banish after all. Secret cities,
untapped powers, missing family members -- Emma is about to discover a whole new world.
Reading the World's Stories
Moose!
Berlin, Techno and the Fall of the Wall
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Vogue x Music
Villainology
Amos Daragon #1: The Mask WearerDelacorte Press
Enter the “fascinating” and frightening world of modern forensic psychology as experienced by
one of the most respected practitioners in the field today (Robert K. Tanenbaum, New York
Times–bestselling author). At the heart of countless crimes lie the mysteries of the human
mind. In this eye-opening book, Dr. Cheryl Paradis draws back the curtain on the fascinating
world of forensic psychology, and revisits the most notorious and puzzling cases she has
handled in her multifaceted career. Her riveting, sometimes shocking stories reveal the crucial
and often surprising role forensic psychology plays in the pursuit of justice—in which the
accused may truly believe their own bizarre lies, creating a world that pushes them into
committing horrific, violent crimes. Join Dr. Paradis in a stark concrete cell with the indicted as
she takes on the daunting task of mapping the suspect’s madness or exposing it as fakery.
Take a front-row seat in a tense, packed courtroom, where her testimony can determine an
individual’s fate—or if justice will be truly served. The criminal thought process has never been
so intimately revealed—or so darkly compelling—as in this “excellent and entertaining” journey
into the darkest corners of the human mind (Booklist).
August DuPont is desperate to find the Zombie Stone, the bridge between the two worlds, and
the only thing that will force the zombies to return to the world of the dead, and he would also
like to locate the DuPont treasure, restore the family fortune based on their unique pepper
plant, and learn all the family secrets that have been kept from him--it is a tall order but August
is determined to try.
I Will Survive is the story of Gloria Gaynor, America's "Queen of Disco." It is the story of riches
and fame, despair, and finally salvation. Her meteoric rise to stardom in the mid-1970s was
nothing short of phenomenal, and hits poured forth that pushed her to the top of the charts,
including "Honey Bee," "I Got You Under My Skin," "Never Can Say Goodbye," and the song
that has immortalized her, "I Will Survive," which became a #1 international gold seller. With
that song, Gloria heralded the international rise of disco that became synonymous with a way
of life in the fast lane - the sweaty bodies at Studio 54, the lines of cocaine, the indescribable
feeling that you could always be at the top of your game and never come down. But down she
came after her early stardom, and problems followed in the wake, including the death of her
mother, whose love had anchored the young singer, as well as constant battles with weight,
drugs, and alcohol. While her fans always imagined her to be rich, her personal finances
collapsed due to poor management; and while many envied her, she felt completely empty
inside. In the early 1980s, sustained by her marriage to music publisher Linwood Simon, Gloria
took three years off and reflected upon her life. She visited churches and revisited her mother's
old Bible. Discovering the world of gospel, she made a commitment to Christ that sustains her
to this day.
Escaping Ordinary
The White Gates
Across the Rainbow Bridge: Stories of Norse Gods and Humans
A Dark Mafia Romance
August of the Zombies

Vogue has always been on the cutting edge of popular culture, and Vogue x
Music shows us why. Whether they’re contemporary stars or classic idols,
whether they made digital albums or vinyl records, the world’s most popular
musicians have always graced the pages of Vogue. In this book you’ll find
unforgettable portraits of Madonna beside David Bowie, Kendrick Lamar, and
Patti Smith; St. Vincent alongside Debbie Harry, and much more. Spanning the
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magazine’s 126 years, this breathtaking book is filled with the work of acclaimed
photographers like Richard Avedon and Annie Leibovitz as well as daring, musicinspired fashion portfolios from Irving Penn and Steven Klein. Excerpts from
essential interviews with rock stars, blues singers, rappers, and others are
included on nearly every page, capturing exactly what makes each musician so
indelible. Vogue x Music is a testament to star power, and proves that some
looks are as timeless as your favorite albums.
There's a moose in the backyard! Luke's mom and dad want it to go away, but the
moose has other plans! Luke gets up early one Saturday morning and finds a
moose in the backyard. He wakes up his dad, and then his mom, and each
declares that moose never come on the farm -- only to be surprised by the moose
itself! Mom tries to shoo it away with a broom -- but the moose eats it. Dad tries
to scare it away with a hose -- but the moose takes a nice bath. Luke feeds the
moose carrots and decides to keep it in his treehouse, until his sister comes
along, with a surprising solution to this unusual problem! Moose! was inspired
by a young boy from Cape Breton Island.
To defeat the forces of evil which threaten his world, young Amos Daragon, aided
by mythical animal friends, sets out on a journey to find four masks that harness
the forces of nature and sixteen powerful stones that give the masks their magic.
WHEN TORIN SINCLAIR’S mom gets a job as the town doctor in Snow Park,
Colorado, Tor can’t wait to learn to snowboard. But on Tor’s first night there, a
member of the high school snowboarding team dies. “It’s the curse,” everyone
whispers. Tor’s new friends Drake and Raine explain that there’s an old Native
American curse on the doctors of the town. Snow Park can never get a doctor to
stay. Tor and his friends must piece together a mystery involving an old mine, a
Ute curse, the entire snowboarding team—who just might be blood doping in
order to win competitions— and an attempt to save the wild river otters of
Colorado. But to complete the puzzle, will Tor have to ride the deadly White
Gates? And how will he survive the avalanche that follows?
The adventures of a fly
Scarred Regrets
The Mask Wearer
The Last Rabbit
A Time of Golden Dragons
For the first time, Massimo Introvigne proposes a general social
history of Satanism and anti-Satanism, from the French Court of
Louis XIV to the Satanic scares of the late 20th century,
satanic themes in Black Metal music, the Church of Satan, and
beyond.
The storyteller finds himself in Twilight Land at the Inn of the
Sign of Mother Goose where well-known characters from fairyland
are gathered and each one tells a story.
Josh Lewis' best friend, Aaron Zimmer, has turned his computer
into a wish-granting machine. It ought to be every technoaddict's dream, but there are a few bugs in the system. Nobody
knows when the computer will interactivate next--and it doesn't
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just grant Josh and Aaron's wishes. In fact, Aaron's mom's
poodle seems to eb doing some of the wishing, too. When a
mysterious spy called The Watcher starts monitoring their every
move in cyberspace, the real trouble begins in this compelling
story from Newbery medal-winning author Richard Peck. "A
guaranteed fun, faced-paced adventure."--School Library Journal
Spectrum Algebra
Satanism: A Social History
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